an 11 foot wide row house in brooklyn by office of - little house big city is a renovation project by office of architecture that s located in brooklyn new york that s a row house that spans a mere 11 feet wide and after years of living with it the way it was the owners decided to renovate and expand it so they could stay in the neighborhood they ve grown to love, dezen architecture and design magazine - the world s most influential architecture interiors and design magazine, architecture inhabitat green design innovation - green architecture sustainable building eco design green building, interior design stories from dezen magazine - interior stories from dezen magazine including innovative design residential extensions and adaptive reuse from around the world, the offerman house no fee brooklyn lofts offerman house - a seamless blend of old world flavor and modern style the offerman house s imaginative conversion transforms the 1890s department store into a sophisticated urban playground offering one of a kind new york city loft living, amato architecture high quality design planning firm - amato architecture is a high quality design and planning firm that creates inspired spaces through custom architectural designs in the bay area, 18 stylish homes with modern interior design photos - homes decor 18 stylish homes with modern interior design interiors across the globe take design cues from midcentury modern style, interior design hok a global design architecture - hok s interior designers create beautiful spaces that improve collaboration inspire occupants and attract the best people, wiski launches with two modern cat scratchers design milk - in recent years the design world finally infiltrated the pet world making modern design forward products pet lovers weren t ashamed to have on display, new developments nyc brooklyn manhattan queens new york - introducing 34 04 34th ave a classic boutique building with modern and efficient designs located in bustling astoria neighborhood 34 04 34th ave offers 1 2 and 3 bedroom residences designed with an acute attention to detail enjoy living in your new home fully equipped with state of the art stainless steel, boutique hotel near brooklyn bridge 1 hotel brooklyn bridge - welcome to 1 hotel brooklyn bridge discover touches of nature in every room brooklyn s finest taste makers waterfront views of the manhattan skyline, design research the store that brought modern living to - when ben thompson opened design research in boston in 1953 his innovative store became synonymous with modern interior design lighting a public spark that still burns today though the store itself is no longer, new york s top 10 interior architecture firms commercial - what constitutes the best says who since when does this publication consider itself a font of design criticism we readily acknowledge that this list our first such of its kind will no doubt make some mistakes at the end of the summer we sent out queries to 55 of the top architecture firms, amazon com interiors 9780073526508 karla j nielson - interiors an introduction is the starting point for a lifetime of design education appreciation and enjoyment whether the goal is a career in interior design or simply a better understanding of how to enhance one s own living space the information and ideas in this text will help readers achieve it, modern magazine modern magazine - design decorative arts architecture modern magazine takes a fresh and intelligent approach as it examines buildings and interiors furniture and objects craft and art delving into the creative process and offering sage advice for both the seasoned and novice collector or connoisseur, adopters firms and organizations architecture 2030 - the 2030 challenge has been adopted and supported by numerous professional organizations and over a thousand design firms by designing and insuring that their projects meet and exceed the 2030 challenge targets these firms are providing their clients with the best performing and highest quality, everything about the way we work is changing here s how - everything about the way we work is changing here s how a to z your guide to the new diverse workplace, full floor condos in brooklyn heights 67 livingston street - designer focus reflecting the distinctive vision of celebrated architecture and interior design firm cetrarudy the exquisite full floor residences are elevated in both scale and sophistication, tudor revival architecture wikipedia - tudor revival architecture commonly called mock tudor in the uk first manifested itself in domestic architecture beginning in the united kingdom in the mid to late 19th century based on a revival of aspects of tudor architecture or more often the style of english vernacular architecture of the middle ages that survived into the tudor period, salone del mobile 2018 wallpaper - all eyes of the design world were trained firmly on milan during salone del mobile 17 22 april from electrifying exhibitions and delectable pop ups to alluring launches and thrilling parties team wallpaper hit the city s creative districts to bring you unmissable highlights from the year s most compelling design showcase as they